
   
   Recon
AMPSEAST 2010 - Sept 24-25, 2010 , 
Danbury, CT Contact: Bill Schmidt at 
(203)-735-9014 or bill@ampseast.org

Modelfest 10 - October 10, 2010 , 
Milford, CT Contact: Ray Prokoski at 
modeleray@snet.net

Granitecon XVIII - October 17, 2010 , 
Nashua, NH Contact: 
ipmsgsmc@hotmail.com

Baycon 2010 - November 7, 2010 , 
South Attleboro, MA Contact: Bob 
Magina at treadhead@comcast.net or 
508-695-7754 
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   2010 - 2011 Dues 
  If you have not already done so, 
please renew your dues for the 
coming 2010-2011 membership 
year. Dues are still $10.  Please 
remit your dues to John Nickerson 
at the meeting or send it to him at 
18 Stone Street RFD #2, 
Middleboro, MA  02346

 Don't forget to ask for the Family 
Membership if you have sons or 
daughters as members in the club 
as well.

  September Meeting has been 
moved!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Please check the Up Scope for the new meeting 
location. The meeting has been moved from Del 
Stator's to John Gisetto Sr. Same town just 
different address.
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Luftwaffe Ground 
Equipment 1/48th by Big T
by Joe McDonald Sr.

I've built a couple of the "new" military 
models (new if you never heard of Bandai). 
I have been aghast at the retail prices. This 
was discounted. Now I'm not so surprised 
at the price. I've built 35th scale that cost 
double and triple this retail and didn't see 
the fine detail and multiple part assembly 
that requires careful attention to the 
instructions. Real good starter cart ( 2 
poses). Simple detailed kettengrad. Tool kit, 
oil drums with rotary pump and a surplus 
frame (my guess from a bomb hoist) and 
four black men.

This one was so good and so much fun to 
assemble that I bought a British utility truck 
in 1/48th.

Great kit, well thought out with a few 
alternate arrangements and some new 
uses for clear plastic as well as alternate 
color schemes. Buy it or buy it with the 
Mosquito and the new R.A.F. 1/48th figures.

Del’s Bits and Pieces…
Things you might like to know, or maybe 
not.

On September 8th, 1939, five days after 
declaring war on Germany, six Hawk 
75A’s, (the export version of the P-36), 
from Groupe de Chasse II/4, were attacked 
by 4 Bf 109E’s of I./JG 53 led by Oblt. 
Werner Molders, the ranking German ace 
of the Spanish Civil War. A brief dogfight 
ensuing. The French pilots reported seeing 
two 109’s going down on the German side 
of the lines for which they were to receive 
credit. In fact Molders was the only plane 
to crash, making him the first victim of the 
Curtiss built fighter, and badly injuring his 
back. Molders returned to service on Sept. 
20. On that day he shot down Sgt 
Queguiner of GC II/5, the pilot bailing out. 
This being the first Hawk 75 to be lost in 
combat.

Source: P-36 Hawk Aces of World War 2, 
Persyn, Stenman and Thomas, Osprey 
Publishing.

Early Sunday morning, Nov. 8, 1942 the 
landings of Operation Torch began along 
the beaches of Morocco. The Hawk 75’s of 
GC II/5 were scrambled, six of the fighters 
being vectored over the harbor where they 
drove off three US Navy SO2C Kingfishers 
that were artillery spotting for the USS 
Massachusetts. Sgt Lavie attacked the 
Kingfisher of Lt Tommy Dougherty which 
forced landed on the water and then was 
beached. He and his observer, Lt Clyde 
Etheridge, were captured.

Source: P-36 Hawk Aces of World War 2, 
Persyn, Stenman and Thomas, Osprey 
Publishing.
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F4U-1A Corsair
Hi folks, this is the third of my Tamiya 1/48th 
Corsairs. In this case, I decided to do the -
1A verson of the U-bird. The kit provides the 
new semi bubble canopy, and simpler 
windscreen. There are also two new pieces 
for the area just aft of the cockpit. As I said 
when reviewing the -1 version, assemble 
these halves to the fuselage halves before 
mating them. With this version, you can add 
the little fairing just beyond the right wing 
fold, that made carrier landings much safer. 
When I reviewed the -1 and -2 Corsairs, I 
neglected to mention the little step- in that 
Tamiya casts into the right hand inboard 
flap. This was not present until the -!D Hose 
nose came along, if I remember correctly. I 
found the easiest way to fill this, was to use 
Squadron White Putty, applied from the 
inside before assembling the flap halves. 
Force enough putty through the hole to 
make a little dome on the outside. Gue the 
flap halves together, and once the putty is 
dry, just shave it even with the flap surface 
with your hobby knife. Really easy now, to 
just dress it down with fine sandpaper.
 
    On this model, I used EagleCals VF-17 
decal sheet, duplicating the Hog flown by Lt. 
Butch Davenport, USN, "Lnesome Polecat". 
I scratch built the seatbelts/buckles and 
brake lines, and wired the engine. All lights 
with the exception of that on the spine and 
the wing tip navigation lights are MV lenses, 
Even managed to finagle one into the tail 

cone. Paint scheme was Model Master 
Enamels, Flat Sea Blue, Intermediate Blue, 
and white. Weathering was accomplished with 
blue and green shades of eye shadow, paint 
chipping in work areas duplicated with 
Prismaco silver pencil. Antenna cable is two lb 
test monofilament fishing line. As before, I 
relied heavily on the work of William Reese for 
cockpit, wheelwell, and landing gear colors. 
Corsair Jim Sullivan was of assistance when it 
came to verifying the markings for 
Davenport's machine.
  have fun, Hal Sr  
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 June 12th Meeting - Gil Costa 

  1/35th Sherman Mk III (WIP) - Steve Kwasny
  1/48th E2-C Hawkeye - Bill Collins
  1/48th Super Sabre - Bill Collins
  1/72nd Savoia-Marchotti - Joe McDonald Sr.
  54mm Navy Diver - Joe McDonald Sr.
  54mm Kit Carson - Joe McDonald Sr.
  1/35th Ouek - Joe McDonald Sr.
  1/32nd Ruuning PzGr. - Joe McDonald Sr.
  Nascar Driver (Purchased) - Joe McDonald Sr.
  1/35th M3 Stuart - Jeff Maronn
  1/350th USS Arleigh Burke - Gil Costa
  1/24th Aston Martin DBS - Gil Costa
  Mercury Space Capsule (WIP) - John Gisetto Sr.
  1/72nd F-15DS - Javier Brown
  1/72nd F-15C - Javier Brown
  1/32nd F-18 (WIP) - John McCormick
    
  In Attendance:

  Bob Magina                Mike McDade   
  Steve Kwasny             Gil Costa
  Craig Magina              Paul Champigny
  Chris Libucha             Rick Lundin
  Bill Collins                 Kevin Colburn
  Hal Marshman Sr.      Edmund Rosario
  John Gisetto Sr.          John Gisetto Jr.
  John McCormick        Javier Brown     
  Jeff Maronn                Joe McDonald Sr.
  John Nickerson
     
 Raffle Winners:  
 1/48th F-100C - Gil Costa
 Book Painting Female Figures - John Gisetto Jr.
 Sanding Sticks - Jeff Maronn
 DVD Victory At Sea - John Nickerson
 DVD Pearl Harbor - Mike McDade
  

    
   In Range:   

July 10th Meeting - Bob Don 

  1/35th 45mm Soviet Anti Tank Gun - Bob
  Magina
  1/48th Israeli Cobra - Bob Don
  1/700th Sachsio Submarine - Bob Don
  1/400th HMS Undine Submarine - Bob Don
  1/35th Sherman Mk III (WIP) - Steve Kwasny
  1/35th SdKfz 7/2 Flak (WIP) - Steve Kwasny
  1/? Juraseic Park Spitter (WIP) - Mike Kenney
  1/48th Mirage IIIc - Frank Knight
  1/48th F4U-2 Corsair - Hal Marshman Sr.
      
  In Attendance:
  
  Kevin Colburn               Ray Laskorski
  Chris Libucha                Bob Magina
  Ray Rosario                   Frank Knight
  Hal Marshman Sr.          Mike Kenney
  John Nickerson              Mike McDade
  Mike Kenney                 Hal Marshman Sr.
  Bob Don                        Steve Kwasny
  John Gisetto Sr.            

Raffle Winners:  
  1/35th Matilda - Mike McDade
  Book - F-111 - Chris Libucha
  Sanding Sticks - Hal Marshman Sr.
  DVD Victory At Sea - Ray Rosario
  Book Encl. of Modern Weapons - John 
  Nickerson
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  Up Scope

October 9th Meeting
Host – Battleship Cove  – 

BB-59
Battleship Cove
Fall River, MA

From Boston and points north
Take Interstate 93 South (Southeast 
Expressway) to 128 South. 
Take Route 24 South to Fall River, MA. 
Take Exit 7 (State Route 79). 
Take Davol Street Exit (2nd Exit) and follow 
the signs (Waterfront, Heritage State Park, 
or Battleship Cove) along the waterfront to 
Battleship Cove. 
From the Newport (RI) area and points south
Take State Route 114 North or 138 North to 
Route 24 North. 
Take Interstate 195 West to Fall River, MA. 
take Exit 5 before the Braga Bridge, bear 
right at the first two forks in the road and 
take first left under the overpass onto Davol 
Street. 
Follow Davol Street to Battleship Cove. 
(Note: If you miss the first left onto Davol 
Street, just proceed to your first traffic light 
and take another left onto Davol Street). 

September 11th Meeting
John Gisetto - Host
390 Plymouth Street

Middleboro, MA
508-947-1546

Rte 495 to Rte 44 exit.  Take Rte 44E.  From 
rotary go to third set of lights and take a left 
on to Plymouth Street.  KOA campground is 
on the corner. Its the house on the right 
(green ranch).  Its about 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile 
up on Plymouth Street.

November 13th Meeting
Ted Conway

265 Maple Valley Road
Coventry, RI  02816

(401) 392-0160

From MA and Northern RI:

Interstate 295 S to exit 4 (Plainfield Pike Rt. 14).
Take a right onto Plainfield Pike and follow to
First red light.  At light (Dunkin Donut’s will be
on the right) take a left onto Comstock Pkwy.
Follow Comstock to red light and take a right at 
the light onto Rt. 12.  A fire station will be on 
your right.  Follow Rt. 12 straight.  You will go 
through a blinking yellow light and then you will 
come to a flashing red light (Rt. 116). Keep 
going straight. You will go over the Scituate 
Reservoir and go up a hill – stay to the right at 
the top of the hill. Follow for approx. 1 – 1 ½ 
miles, there will be a guard rail on the left, at 
the end of the guard rail take a left onto 
Matteson Road.  Follow Matteson Road, when 
you get to the fork in the road bear left.  Follow 
to the end.  At the stop sign take a left onto 
Maple Valley Rd.  Follow to the next stop sign 
and take a right.  House is the second driveway 
on the right.
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The President's Column
It is still the beginning of our 2010 – 2011 
membership year, and time for renewal. 
The membership fee is still only $10 per 
year. If you would like to pay a couple 
years in advance we can handle that. 
The family membership plan is available. 
Mail your payments to me or see me at a 
meeting, checks to be made payable to 
Bay Colony Historic Modelers. Welcome 
to our 42nd year.

First off, I think you will see it elsewhere 
in this issue but just to be on the safe 
side, the September monthly meeting has 
been moved from Del Stator’s place to 
John & Bette Gisetto’s, also in 
Middleboro. Del tells me that all and all 
things are ok, but that weekend has 
become very busy for him with family 
commitments. He does say that he hopes 
he can make it to the meeting but he just 
didn’t have time for all the preparation. 

After the June meeting at Gil’s house, Gil 
took a small band of followers to the 
Westport Hobby Shop. Now to be honest 
the shop no longer exists in it’s storefront 
but is in the garage and basement of it’s 
owner, Denis Proulx. Denis has a bunch 
of stock, it dates back a couple years but 
so do the prices. From what I saw some 
of the best deals are in armor. Most of the 
1/35 scale kits were still in the $25 to $40 

range. Denis said our members are 
welcome to come and visit almost anytime. 
Your best bet is to contact Gil for contact 
info. If you do visit, check out Denis’ HO 
scale layout. It’s rather amazing.

Speaking of HO layouts, I happened to 
catch an episode of “James May’s Toy 
Stories” on BBC America. (Yes this is the 
James May from ‘Top Gear’.) The episode 
on model trains opened in Hamburg 
Germany at a HO train museum. It is the 
second most popular tourist attraction in 
Hamburg. “James May’s Toy Stories” is a 
six episode series addressing popular toys 
of the past and explores whether they are 
still viable today. Besides being a nostalgic 
view of our childhoods, each episode visits 
the manufactures of the toys, presents 
some history of the toy and James attempts 
to place the toys back before the public eye 
with some unique project. In the train 
episode he attempts to set-up a ten mile 
long track and run a train on it. The Airfix 
episode was very nostalgic for me. What I 
found most peculiar was the Brits use of the 
phrase “doing Airfix” instead of ‘building 
models’. I don’t think we Americans realize 
the impact Airfix had on the British youth of 
our generations. Seeing the stacks of kits in 
the Airfix spare parts vault was amazing! 
Their commitment to still provide 
replacement parts is still as strong today as 
it has ever been, keeping long out of 
production kits on the shelves just in case. 
James tries to interest some 13 year old 
kids in “doing Airfix”. He demonstrated to 
them how he and his friends used to make 
stop motion films with the tanks including 
setting a few on fire and blowing them up, 
and invites those that are interested to 
participate in a ‘special project’. He 
connives with a fiberglass company to 
produce a 1 to 1 scale “Airfix” kit trying to 
get it as much like the single sprue Spitfire 
Mk. V kit as possible. The kids and their 
parents are brought to an aircraft hanger 
and they are introduced to the 1:1 ‘Airfix’ 
Spitfire kit. Cutting the parts from the sprue 

  

   From The Bridge
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some of which had to be reinforced with 
styrene and/or steel), with a saw, 
applying adhesive with a caulking gun, 
and painting with rollers, the kids with 
some adult help, assemble the Spitfire. 
The final step is to install the wheels. 
The hanger doors are opened and the 
kids roll the Spit from the hanger to an 
assembled crowd of invited dignitaries 
and parents. To see these episodes or 
parts of them Google “James Mays Toy 
Stories”

I receive four modeling mags by 
subscription, “Model Cars” being one of 
them. I enjoy this magazine for a 
number of reasons, first and foremost 
it’s different from the other popular 
model car mag, which I also receive.  It 
has a regular resin modeling column, 
the nostalgia factor is high because they 
often have articles on the history of 
older kits, many of which I built as a kid, 
and their kit reviews are more in-depth. 
The May/June issue has an article on a 
Revell 1/12 scale ’67 Corvette 427 built 
to be an L-88. Only 20 were made that 
year. The finished model is 
photographed in the driveway and in 
these shots the absolutely gorgeous 
black finish looks lifelike. David Eicherly 
used Krylon satin black for the interior 
and DupliColor straight from the can for 
the base color and clear coats. The 
secret to the finish is in the sanding and 
polishing and David explains his 
process.

FSM has poled their readers again for 
their want lists and printed the results in 
their latest issue, (Sept. 2010). These 
results are very interesting and in some 
cases maybe bizarre.  The B-17 was a 
strong vote getter coming in first in 1/48 
scale Aircraft, indicating that maybe the 
1/48 scale builders are looking for 
something more than the old 
Revell/Monogram kit, but it also came in 
first on the 1/32 scale Aircraft list. I can 

understand the desire here but where 
would you keep it? Just imagine if we could 
convince Johnny Mc that it was jet 
powered. Second on the 1/24 scale list is 
the F-4 Phantom and third is the P-38. 
Once again, I hope the kit comes with a 
hanger to store it in; of course, with the 
way kit prices are going you may have to 
take out a second mortgage to buy one. 
The P-38 wouldn’t be too bad, with a 52 ft. 
wingspan it would be 26” wingtip to wingtip. 
The 1/72 scale Aircraft list was all C- series 
a/c. There wasn’t much exciting on the 
armor list except for the 1/16 scale M60 
Patton. The 1/350 Ships list was all carriers 
except for No. 3 The USS Texas. I think the 
Texas should be at the top of the list. The 
1/24-1/25 Autos list had Emergency 
Vehicles as number one. I can see that as 
a reasonable request, and No. 3 is the 
1967 F.1 Eagle-Weslake, this would be my 
choice for No. 1.

So what else caught my eye in FSM? The 
highlighted question of the month, 
someone asked ‘What color is Olive Drab?’ 
Anyone care to pick that one up? The 
review on the Italeri 1/48 Arado Ar 196A is 
all thumbs up. I must agree, I saw Bill 
Collins built up version a few months back, 
‘Brilliant’! For you WW1 buffs, much the 
same for Wingnut Wings 1/32 Albatros D.V. 
“Pros: Excellent fit; beautiful decals; 
extraordinary packaging, Cons: NONE’, 
Again quoting from the review by Chuck 
Davis, “molding tolerances are so tight that 
excess paint will impede fit”. The kit even 
has pre-molded rigging holes. The Revell 
1/144 Type VIIC/41 U-Boat also got high 
marks. For Cons it got ‘rails are heavy with 
flash and deck gun could use a little more 
detail. I think the aftermarket people will 
solve the deck gun problem. And last but 
not least, the 1/32 “Battlestar Galactica” 
Colonial Viper Mk. II by Moebius. The kit 
includes landing gear and a stand. The big 
knocks against it are the stand and 
instruction photos. John, I think you’ve 
been waiting for this kit, and after that  
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moonbus build I’m hoping Paul will tackle 
this one also.

At the meeting at Bob Don’s a 
conversation that started over the pool 
table and soon went meeting wide. It was 
over nicknames and ‘official’ nicknames of 
American military aircraft, not including 
British given nicknames. This was 
continued on the club forum later and you 
can still find it there.  Anyone know the B-
18? This was the aircraft that beat out the 
B-17 in the USAAC bomber competition. 
How about the A-28?

Pop Trivia Quiz!!!!
1. What was the first US aircraft to see service 
in WWII?
2. What was the first RAF aircraft to shoot 
down a German aircraft, (Oct. 8, 1939)?
3. What was the first US aircraft to destroy a 
German u-boat, (U-656)?
4. What was the first allied aircraft to make an 
attack in the Pacific theater?

BayCon is drawing near. Those of you that 
sponsor trophy packs will be hearing from 
me soon. If you are interested in 
sponsoring a trophy pack please contact 
me by phone or email.

God bless America! Pray for our 
servicemen overseas. 
Happy modeling and give kits to kids!
John J. Nickerson
bchmaprez@verizon.net 

The Wolf      by Richard Guilliatt 
and Peter Hohnen,  published by 
Free Press, 2010.   
           by  Hal Marshman Sr
     I have been a member of the Military Book 
Club for many years, now, purchasing perhaps 
3 titles a year. My latest purchase is the "The 
Wolf". No, it's not an animal story, but the story 
of a gallant ship, its heroic and intelligent 
captain, and his long suffering crew, not to 
mention the prisoners he took and the ships he 
sank or caused to be sunk. The Wolf was a 
German armed merchant raider, a freighter 
converted to a disguised warship by being 
equipped with 5.9 inch guns, torpedo tubes, 
mine laying equipment, and a scout airplane. I 
am particularly enamored of raider stories, 
although I cannot tell you why. I've read "Swan 
of the East" about the cruiser SMS Emden and 
her WW I cruise, and Count von Luckner's 
biography and his depredations in the sailing 
vessel Seeadler (Sea Eagle), both First World 
War raiders. I have also read at least two 
books about the WW II armed merchant raider 
Atlantis, and her captain, Bernhard Rogge. In 
all of these stories, one fact stands out that 
should be mentioned, and that's the gallant and 
chivalrous manner in which the captains and 
crews treated those unfortunates that fell into 
their hands. Let me also say that this type 
treatment even extended to the WW II pocket 
battleships Admiral Graf Spee, and Admiral 
Scheer, both of which were dispatched to raise 
havoc among the allied merchant fleets. 
Another thing that stands out is the length of 
the cruises these vessels made, Wolf, 
Seeadler, Atlantis, and Scheer are all notable 
for staying at sea for more than a year, without 
touching any port. 

   Wolf captained by Karl Nerger, departed 
Germany carrying spare parts and material to 
alter her appearance, such as false masts, 
extensions for her funnel, and fake deck 
houses. Naturally, her weapons had to be 
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    Support Your Local 
         Hobby Shops

hidden, and that was by means of droppable 
bulwarks behind which the weaponry was 
concealed. She was also well equipped with the 
flags of many nations, under which she sailed, 
further concealing her true identity. During the 
First World War, the usual method of dealng with 
a victim, was to approach appearing as innocent 
as possible. At the appropriate moment, the 
bulwarks dropped revealing her weapons. A 
warning shot was fired, and the victim was 
signalled to heave to and not use her wireless, 
which was being monitored by  the Wolf's 
radioman.. A launch would be dispatched 
carrying an officer and several armed sailors. 
They would board the enemy ship, inspect the 
cargo, and determine if there was anythng the 
raider could make use of, and indeed, if the 
captured vessel could be taken over by a prize 
crew, and perhaps used as an auxiliary, or sent 
back to Germany. Neutral ships were also 
stopped, and if their cargo manifests detailled 
cargo destined for one of the Allies, shje would 
also be taken. The crews of these captured or 
sunken vessels were brought back to the Wolf, 
and with the exception of captains, or female 
passengers, be put into a former hold area, 
called the "Hell Hole". The book goes into 
considerable detail describing the abysmal 
conditions under which the prisoners were kept. 
Remember, this was World war One, and the 
Wolf had been a coal fired freighter, not a 
passenger liner.

It would appear that Nerger did as much as 
humanly possible to care for his unwilling 
passenger's needs, if not their desires. I mentioned 
female passengers, and indeed, a few women and 
their husbands, plus a couple of children were 
among those taken prisoner. These folks were put 
into cabin areas that were as comfortable as those 
used by the ship's officers.

     The Wolf, in addition to taking and sinking 
merchants, was also a mine layer, and planted mine 
fields off South Africa, India, New Zealand, and 
Australia. These mines accounted for several Allied 
vessels, and as late as 2008, some have shown up, 
and have caused more than a few deaths, as 
amateurs tried to deal with them. The book goes to 
great lengths describing the propaganda ploys by 
the English, Australian and New Zealand 
governments to deny the presence of a raider or her 
mine fields. The idea seems to have been to 
prevent panic, and disastrous effects on the world 
markets, or the interruption of merchant commerce, 
vital to the survival of the Allies.One item of note is 
how and why the British government kept all her 
warships, plus those of the Commonwealth  
countries in the Atlantic protecting convoys against 
U-boat depradations. The Pacific was denuded of 
Naval protection, save for a very few small cruisers 
and auxiliaries, which were spread so very thin, as 
to provide no protection against the Wolf at all. The 
Japanese, allies of Britain, were supposed to 
provide some Naval units, but until one of their own 
merchant ships went missing, did very little.

     The authors bring their story to a conclusion 
describing the triumphal return of the SMS Wolf to 
Germany, having penetrated the Allied blockade, 
and survived very extreme weather hazards. There 
is a photograph section, with pictures of the Wolf, 
Nerger, a couple of her victims, and some of her 
passengers. The back of the book contains lists of 
all Wolf's crew, and not to be left out, most of her 
prisoners, not to mention the names of the vessels 
the Wolf sank, and those whose sinkings could be 
attributed to her mine laying. I must say that I 
enjoyed this book tremendously, and really to hated 
to lay it down.   Hal Sr
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        Support Your Local Hobby Shops
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IPMS Bay Colony Modelers meet the second Saturday 
of each month from 1:00 to 4:00 PM.  The meetings 
take place at selected members houses. Look at the 
Battlewagon or the club website for locatiion and 
directions.  Guests are always welcome.  Membership is 
$10.00 per year. Members and guests are encourged to 
bring completed models or works in progress for display 
and discussion.

The Battlewagon is published six times per year. All 
opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily reflect IPMS Bay Colony or IPMS USA 
views. Submissions relevant to modeling are welcome, 
and may be published at the discretion of the editor. All 
material is subject to editing. There is no payment for 
articles.

IPMS Bay Colony 
Historical Modelers
12 Garrison Drive
Plainville, MA  02762

phone: (508)-695-7754
email: treadhead@comcast.net
web: www.ipmsbaycolony.com

2010 - 2011 Club Dues
If you have not already done 
so, please renew your dues 
for the coming 2010-2011 
membership year.  Dues are 
still $10. Please remit your 
dues to John Nickerson at a 
meeting or send it to him at 
18 Stone Street, RFD #2, 
Middleboro, MA 02346



SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS 
 

 

 

(508) – 222-3460 
 

Hobby Hut 
47 Bank Street Rear 
Attleboro, MA  02703 

     Models  - Trains  -   Paints -  Rockets  -  RC 
                        - Hobby Supplies - 
10-6 Daily            10-5 Sat           Closed Sundays 

- WILL SPECIAL ORDER - 
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